
 

After a period of computer slowdown, it can be frustrating to find out that your data cannot be recovered. This is where Recover My Files Pro V466830 Portablezip comes in. This software will allow you to recover deleted files from your hard drive with ease, leaving you with the peace of mind that you'll never have a lost file again. In general, this software is free for personal use and yet allows you
to recover files from most types of discs - CDs, DVDs, Zip disks, CDs/DVDs from many different manufacturers - as well as from internal and external hard drives. It also allows you to make exact file copies by means of its "Copy To" or "Recover To" functionality. The software is very easy to use and has a sense of humour. With the Recover My Files Pro V466830 Portablezip, you can recover files
from floppy discs, hard drives, optical discs, memory cards etc. This free magnetic recovery tool will be your best ally in case you have lost your data on a CD or DVD disc or on a Zip disk. Regardless of the type of deleted file you have, Recover My Files Pro V466830 Portablezip will help you recover them from any storage media with ease. The software's "Copy To" function allows you to transfer
the deleted files to other storage media, including CDs/DVDs. This can be carried out at any time, without the need for any exclusive software. This feature makes recovering data from your hard drive or optical disc easier than ever. The software's "Recover To" function creates an exact copy of the deleted files on your hard drive or optical disc, which will allow you to recover all of your data that
you once thought were gone forever. This software provides an automatic scanning process that will detect the deleted files. It will then display them in a list, with details about their type, size, location, date of creation etc. This short-term memory only stores the last 8 files that have been deleted

Key Features:

1) Recover deleted files from hard drives and USB drives Recover My Files Pro V466830 Portablezip can recover deleted data from any storage device. With its easy-to-use interface you can scan for lost files of all kinds on your computer's hard drive or on an external drive. 2) Discover deleted CD, DVD, and Blu-ray Discs In addition to recovering files from hard drives and USB flash drives,
Recover My Files Pro V466830 Portablezip can recover files from CDs, DVDs and Blu-Ray discs. It can scan your computer's optical discs for deleted data and display all the recoverable information in a list. From there you can preview or save found files. You can also "Copy to" or "Recover to" the inserted disc. 3) Preview recovered files before saving them The software has a feature that will
allow you to preview the content of any document that was deleted from any storage device on your computer.
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